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INTRODUCTION

The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act—i.e., the patent re-
form enacted on Sept. 16, 2011—has expanded the tool kit for de-
fending against patents on validity grounds.1 �is article highlights 
the Act’s addition of two U.S. Patent & Trademark O�ce proceed-
ings: inter partes review, which this fall replaces inter partes reexam-
ination, and post-grant review, which will become available later.2

In the proposed implementing rules, the Patent O�ce refers to the 
proceedings as “trials,” with the stated goal of providing within the 
Patent O�ce “a timely, cost-e�ective alternative” to litigating the 
validity of patents in federal court.3

�ese new reviews are likely to be relatively expensive—the pro-
posed �ling fees alone are $27,200 and $35,800 for inter partes and 
post-grant reviews, respectively, at the low end, depending on the 
number of claims at issue.4 Nevertheless, as focused proceedings, 
they should be substantially less expensive than trying validity in 
federal court. In some circumstances, however, an inter partes re-
view will not result in cost savings. For instance, if a party is already 
in district court litigation but believes that the judge is unlikely to 
grant a stay regardless of the status of an inter partes review, then 
such an inter partes review would not make sense purely as a cost-
saving measure.

�e Patent O�ce has proposed combined procedural rules for 
both reviews. �ese rules foresee limited discovery including depo-
sitions. Competitive with the speed of litigation in federal district 
court, from the time a petition is �led, a review would be completed 
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within one-and-a half to two years including an oral hearing and a 
wrien �nal decision. An adverse ruling can be appealed only to 
the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. �us, 
these reviews should be credible alternatives for aacking the valid-
ity of patents.

OVERVIEW OF POST-G�NT REVIEW

Within nine months of a patent’s issue, a petition can be �led 
requesting a post-grant review. �e review can seek cancellation of 
claims based on a broad range of grounds, including novelty, obvi-
ousness, and problems with the speci�cation, such as lack of writ-
ten description and inde�niteness.5 For a post-grant review to be 
instituted, it must be more likely than not that at least one of the 
challenged claims is invalid.6

To ultimately obtain cancellation of a claim, the petitioner must 
show a claim to be invalid by “a preponderance of the evidence.”7

To the petitioner’s advantage, this is a lower burden than in federal 
court, where invalidity must be shown by the higher standard of 
“clear and convincing evidence.”8 However, the impact of post-
grant reviews will be delayed because they are only available for 
a claim with an e�ective �ling date starting eighteen months af-
ter passage of the Act, i.e., claims with an e�ective �ling date a�er 
March 16, 2013.9

OVERVIEW OF INTER PARTES REVIEW

Sooner, as of September 16, 2012, inter partes review is available 
for “any patent issued before, on, or a�er that e�ective date,” and 
where that patent has also been issued for at least nine months. In 
addition, once post-grant reviews become available, an inter partes
review can be instituted only a�er completion of a pending post-
grant review.10

In contrast to a post-grant review, the scope of an inter partes re-
view is limited to novelty and obviousness based only on patents 
and printed publications.11 �e PTO will institute an inter partes 
review, if there is “a reasonable likelihood” that at least one of the 
claims at issue is invalid.12 To eventually succeed in invalidating a 
claim, the petitioner here too must show a claim to be invalid by “a 
preponderance of the evidence.”13

Importantly, a party having been served with a complaint for 
patent infringement, must �le a petition for an inter partes review 
within a year of such service, or else the party will have waived its 
right to do so.14 Consistent with the inter partes review as an alterna-
tive to litigation, a party that �les an action seeking to invalidate a 
patent in federal court cannot avail itself of the inter partes review.15
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But a party’s counterclaim for invalidity in response to a suit for pat-
ent infringement does not bar that party from petitioning for inter 
partes review.16

CLAIM CONSTRUCTION

Petitions for both proceedings must include proposed claim 
constructions.17 �e proposed rules do not place a limit on the 
number of terms whose construction the parties dispute. �us, in 
practice this may mean that in some cases, claim construction will 
be a signi�cant part of the proceeding.

In contrast to federal district court, where claims are construed 
more narrowly and may in some circumstances be construed to 
avoid prior art,18 in an inter partes or post-grant review, a claim 
“shall be given its broadest reasonable construction in light of the 
speci�cation….”19 Accordingly, the patent owner’s advantage of be-
ing able to o�er claim amendments to avoid the prior art, as further 
discussed below, is balanced somewhat by the petitioner’s advan-
tage of a broader claim construction that may make the claims read 
on more prior art.

FOCUSED AND TIMELY PROCEDURE FOR POST-
G�NT AND INTER PARTES REVIEWS

�e post-grant and inter partes reviews take place before a board 
of patent judges of the Patent Trial and Appeal Board. At least a 
three-judge panel will hear a review.20 �ese “patent judges shall 
be persons of competent legal knowledge and scienti�c ability….”21

Both reviews will follow the same general procedure and should 
�nish within a year a�er a petition is granted but may be extend-
ed by six months for good cause.22 �e Patent O�ce will rule on a 
petition within three months a�er a preliminary response, which 
the patent owner has two months to �le. �us, overall it will take 
between about a year-and-a-half to two years to complete either re-
view, at which point it will be ready for appeal.23

Initial Stage: A Focused Start in Pursuit of Timeliness

�e petition for either review must include a showing on a claim-
by-claim basis under the appropriate standard, discussed above, 
that the claims are invalid.24 To maintain the focus and timeliness 
of the proceedings, there are page limits on the petitions, 50 and 70 
pages for inter partes and post-grant reviews, respectively. �ere are 
also page limits for other submissions.25 Partly these limits are in 
response to the excessive lengths of requests for inter partes reexami-
nations that averaged most recently 246 pages.26 Permission to exceed 
the page limit must be sought and will be granted only in exceptional 
cases.27 To guard against padding of argument through separate claim 
charts or expert declarations, the proposed rules prohibit incorpora-
tion by reference of argument from other documents.28

Once the petition is �led, the patent owner has two months to 
�le an optional preliminary response to show why a review should 

not be instituted.29 Within three months therea�er, the Board must 
decide on a claim-by-claim and ground-by-ground basis with which 
claims and grounds, if any, to proceed.30 �e Patent O�ce’s deter-
mination whether to institute a proceeding is not appealable.31

Sequential Discovery in Support of Further Brie�ng but 
Limited Compared to Federal Courts

Both sides can take discovery but must conduct it in sequence 
with the patent owner going �rst, as described further below. Dis-
covery is limited to “relevant” information, such that the proceed-
ings remain “timely, inexpensive, and fair.”32 Although in federal 
court, discovery is also limited to “relevant” information, in prac-
tice this standard tends to allow for broad—and expensive—dis-
covery.33 Compared to federal courts, one should expect more nar-
row discovery in the Patent O�ce because of further express statu-
tory limits on discovery that are absent in federal court and because 
of the Patent O�ce’s emphasis on focused discovery.34 Indeed, the 
Patent O�ce considered allowing discovery as practiced in federal 
court but rejected it as too broad, ine�cient, and costly.35 �us, dis-
covery in the Patent O�ce should be substantially less expensive 
than in federal district court.

�e proposed rules foresee two categories of discovery: discov-
ery as of right and additional discovery with the Board’s permis-
sion. But “authorization for additional discovery is expected to be 
rare.”36

Brie�ng and Discovery by Patent Owner

If the Board institutes an inter partes or post-grant review, the 
Board is statutorily required to complete the review and issue its 
�nal decision within one year, with the possible extension by six 
months.37 In a sample schedule under the proposed rules, �rst the 
patent owner may have up to four months to further respond to 
the petition and propose amendments to the claims at issue.38 But 
amendments cannot enlarge the scope of any claims.39 If the Board 
actually allows amendments, the petitioner may have intervening 
rights.40

As a practice tip in responding to the petition, to the extent that 
a patent owner intends to rely on the correctness of the patent’s data 
or drawings, the patent owner may need to supply declarations that 
establish their correctness.41 �e patent owner can also take discov-
ery, as described below.

Routine Discovery

Without Board permission, the patent owner can probe the 
petitioner’s arguments through so-called “routine discovery” that 
includes the following three categories: “(1) Production of any ex-
hibit cited in a paper or testimony, (2) the cross examination of the 
other sides [sic] declarant, and (3) information that is inconsistent 
with a position advanced during the proceeding.”42
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Discovery within the �rst category should be straightforward. 
Addressing the other two categories in reverse order, it will be in-
teresting to see how broadly the Patent O�ce will implement dis-
covery within the third category. �e rule requires not only pro-
duction of documents but also an identi�cation of the relevance of 
those documents.43 �erefore, the rule has the potential to be oner-
ous depending on how it is applied. For instance, given that extrinsic 
evidence can be used in claim construction and that both types of re-
views envision claim construction,44 it remains to be seen if this rule 
would require searching for, reviewing and explaining, e.g., a party’s 
technical dictionaries or treatises that may be inconsistent with that 
party’s claim construction. More generally, would this rule require a 
party to search its related litigation �les (e.g., �les from a co-pending 
litigation involving a patent under review) for potentially inconsistent 
information? An unintended consequence of this rule may be that 
parties will inundate the Board with marginal or useless information.

Depositions

An example will illustrate the second category of routine discov-
ery. If, for instance, the petitioner submied an expert declaration 
explaining aspects of the prior art, the patent owner could—as in 
federal court—depose that expert and use any helpful testimony 
to support the patent owner’s response to the petition. �e cost of 
making the witness available for the deposition would be borne by 
the side submiing the witness’s declaration.45 Unlike federal court 
practice, however, the party deposing the witness must identify any 
deposition exhibits before the deposition.46

Additional Discovery

Additional discovery may be had upon a showing to the Board 
that it would be in the “interests of justice” (for inter partes reviews) 
or upon a lower threshold showing of “good cause” (for post-grant 
reviews).47 For instance, discovery may be needed when informa-
tion on an issue “is uniquely in the possession of the party that 
raised it.”48 One could imagine a post-grant review petition argu-
ing for an on-sale bar of the patent based on the petitioner’s own 
product, where the patent owner would argue an inability to obtain 
additional product and sale information other than through dis-
covery from the petitioner. To the extent information is con�den-
tial, the proposed rules provide for a protective order, including a 
default protective order.49

Additional discovery may also be needed if a witness’s credibil-
ity is at issue. In particular, the Board may order live testimony be-
fore a patent judge, if the Board considers the witness’s demeanor 
critical to assessing her/his credibility.50

Discovery and Further Brie�ng by Petitioner

According to the above sample schedule, a petitioner would have 
two months to reply to the patent owner’s response and to oppose 

any proposed claim amendments with supplemental evidence, in-
cluding expert declarations.51 In practice, that may mean that in the 
same two months, the petitioner would need to aempt to locate 
additional prior art directed to foreclosing the patentability of the 
proposed claims. Within the same time frame, the petitioner could 
begin routine discovery and seek permission for additional discov-
ery, as discussed above.52

Reply and Final Discovery by Patent Owner

�erea�er, the patent owner might have another month to re-
ply to the petitioner’s opposition to any claim amendments and to 
take discovery, e.g., depose any witness that submied a declaration 
in support of the petitioner’s opposition to the amendments.53 �e 
patent owner’s reply concludes the discovery period.54

Pre-Hearing Motions

Leading up to the oral hearing, as in federal court, both sides can 
�le motions to further narrow the issues, including motions in limi-
ne to exclude inadmissible evidence. For example, motions in limine
could be used to exclude unsupported expert testimony, subject to 
timely and preserved objections.55 �e rules of evidence applicable 
in federal court would govern here as well.56

Hearing & Ruling

�e parties’ arguments are heard by a panel of at least three 
patent judges.57 Demonstrative exhibits are expected but live tes-
timony is not.58 �e �nal wrien decision must issue within one 
year of instituting the review (or six months later, if there is “good 
cause”).59

Although this completes the review, the actual completion date 
may be uncertain because a party could request a rehearing. While 
the request must come within thirty days of the �nal decision and 
does not toll the time for appealing the Board’s decision, the pro-
posed rules do not specify a time by which the Board needs to rule 
on the request for a hearing.60

Appeals Only to Federal Circuit

Appeals of inter partes and post-grant reviews are only to the 
Federal Circuit.61 A party must �le the notice of appeal within 
about two months a�er the Board’s �nal decision.62

ESTOPPEL

Under the proposed rules, estoppel can apply against the peti-
tioner and the patent owner and their privies.

Estoppel Against Petitioner

�e Act provides for two kinds of estoppel. First, a petitioner 
of a review will be estopped from “request[ing] or maintain[ing] a 
proceeding” in the Patent O�ce on any claim that the Board �nally 
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decided on grounds “the petitioner raised or reasonably could have 
raised.”63 Second, a petitioner will be estopped from asserting inva-
lidity in federal court or the International Trade Commission on 
grounds that the petitioner raised or reasonably could have raised 
in the review a�er the Board issues its �nal decision.64

�e potential impact of the estoppel is not remote since the Board 
can reach its �nal decision relatively quickly, as discussed above. 
But the scope of the estoppel remains to be seen. Here are two hy-
potheticals. First, would the estoppel bar an ex parte reexamination 
request on grounds that could have been previously raised? A pro-
ponent of estoppel might argue that since an ex parte reexamination 
is a “proceeding,” estoppel should apply. In a second hypothetical 
of a patent being litigated in federal court and also reviewed in the 
Patent O�ce, a�er a Board’s �nal decision adverse to the petitioner, 
would the petitioner no longer be able to maintain invalidity argu-
ments in federal court that he/she also made in the review?65

Estoppel Against Patent Owner

Without similar explicit statutory authority, the proposed rules 
estop the patent owner from “taking action inconsistent with the 
adverse judgment” in a review, such as seeking a claim in another 
patent application that the patent owner could have proposed dur-
ing the review.66 For instance, subsequent to the conclusion of a 
patent’s review, the patent owner may continue to prosecute related 
patent applications. �e patent owner, however, would be blocked 
from seeking claims of the same scope that the patent owner can-
celled in the review.

Strong Incentives to Se�le

�e proceedings are structured to promote selement. Indeed, 
the reviews “shall be terminated” upon selement, unless the 
Board has already decided the merits.67 But without a selement, 
the Board may choose to terminate the proceeding or continue 
through a �nal decision, even if the petitioner stops participating, 
for instance, because of �nancial reasons.68

Consistent with the intent to favor selement, the statutes are ex-
plicit that there is “no estoppel,” if the parties sele before a Board’s �-
nal decision.69 �us, both sides will have further incentive to sele.

CONCLUSION

For parties with sound invalidity arguments, inter partes reviews 
and to some extent post-grant reviews have real potential to become 
the fora of choice for invalidating patents. As required by statute, 
the reviews will be relatively fast and allow for key discovery includ-
ing depositions of important witnesses. By limiting the available 
discovery, the cost and intrusion upon the operation of a�ected 
businesses will be comparatively lower than in federal court.

In general, post-grant reviews may ultimately prove less popular 
than inter-partes reviews, even though post-grant reviews can be in-

stituted over a broader range of prior art and other invalidity argu-
ments. Yet, a party would face a correspondingly broader potential 
estoppel and would need to become aware promptly of a problem-
atic patent—perhaps through monitoring of issued patents in a par-
ticular area of technology. And then the party would need to �le its 
petition for post-grant review within the required �rst nine months 
a�er that patent’s issuance. Not an easy task.

To some extent the popularity of both types of reviews will de-
pend on the willingness of district court judges to stay patent litiga-
tion involving the patents under review. Given the statutorily required 
speed of the reviews, in general, but dependent on speci�cs, e.g., timing 
of a request for a stay and scope of the review, one would expect district 
court judges to be increasingly willing to enter stays. 7
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